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INTRODUCTION

The stats legislature of Wisconsin passed a law in 1935
compelling all high schools, vocational schools, teachers'
colleges and the university to teach cooperation.
The question arose and

is still unsettled as to whether

or not it would be advisable to teach cooperation in connection
with such other subjects as citizenship and economics or separate
ly.

in moat schools it is taught in connection with some other

subject.
Jk second question arose as to what should be included.

It is the purpose of this paper to survey the cooperative move
ment and condense the material so that the average high school
student will get a picture of the movement ae a whole.

It is

impossible to bring in all evidence of the movement but an
attempt has been made to bring in representative material
governing the various phases of the movement.

Chapter I
WHY COOPERATION

•The basic cause of the economic crisis is unanswered.

It

is today more aggravated and critical than at any time since the
end of the world war.

Until and unless that cause is removed,
1

western civilisation will ooniinue to move toward disintegration*
That ■cause* is with many people and becoming 00 with multitudes
more the 0 enter of much of our thinking today.

We recognise that

we have the oapaoity to produce in abundance for all.
3
been definately shown to us by the Brooking reports*

This has
Yet we find

today conditions of abject poverty among large groups of our people
for instance the share croppers of the South.

Under the set up of

the New Deal the effort has to a considerable extent been centered
on the control of production and the so-called surplus.

As an

emergency measure the above may have been justified but we still
find ourselves face to face with the oause of our difficulty,
namely underconsumption.

“This tragedy of want in the midst of

plenty cannot be improved by limiting or destroying production.
If the consumer cannot buy milk, butter, meat and other farm
products in adequate quantities at present prices, he can only buy
less if the pries is increased. Millions of farm and city homes
iphil Lafollette, "Capital
Deal,, Bingham and Rodman,
SBrookings Report, Fortune
May be obtained free from
Pittsburg, Pa.

on Strike", in Challenge to The New
Faloon Press, 1934.
Magazine, Vol. XII, Number 5, Nov. 35
Maurioe and Laura Falk Foundation,

+
which lack goods that can be produced in our factories will have
3
to get along with even less, as the price is increased.* The
reasoning of the above will show to us the inadequacy of the
present measures along crop reduction and other restrictive
measures.

we cannot restrict production until each and all have

been reasonably supplied, at least not as a permanent policy.
How can each and all be assured a sufficient supply?
ism decaying?

Can we have a modified capitalism?

Is capital

What about

the Farm-Labor program for 'production For Use?'

We have the

EPIC Plan, Share the Wealth Plan, and others including Socialism.
These are all more or less concerned with the remedying of our
economic distress.

They are indicative of some wrong in our

economic order.
Let us look at some of the conditions that give rise to the
above.

Here is one angle of the farmer's plight.

"Under our

existing marketing system the producers of farm products axe
forced to sell at a price over which they have no control and
usually below cost of production, and the consumer buys at home
at prices fixed by someone else and usually much too high as
compared with the prioe the producers receive.
in short, this

producer is robbed in the price he receives

and the consumer is robbed in the price he pays.

The spread

2

between farm prices and city prices is too wide.*

f..P'
K'
II" LaToliette/ ’"Capit’
ai dh"',mY'lk'e».’
in Challenfee'tS
the New Deal, Bingham and Rodman, Falcon Press, 1934.
2. Senator L.J. Frasier, North Dakota# in People's Lobby Bulletin
Vol. 5, Number 10, January 1936. Consumers Conference on
Farm Problems.

Then there is the problem of the unemployed admitted to be
two million even in 1929.

*The unemployed and their families,

numbering at least 31 million persons, can no longer function
efficiently ae consumers of goods.

Their aggregate loss of
1
purchasing power is at least nine billion dollars a year."
What will business do about It?

They© axe some who would

say*give business a chance and they will put their house in order.*
Host of us have lived on this fare too long to place much faith in
that.

Can we hope for much from business in light of some of their

past practices and tactics?

For example this example mentioned by

John Flynn in "Graft in Business."
■Mr. Grace, President of the corporation, in 1929, got a
bonus of $1,623,753, presumably for his genius in managing the
corporation.

From 1925 to 1928 no dividends were paid by the

Bethlehem Steel Corporation, but Grace received hie bonuses just
the same.

The stockholders got nothing, but Grace got $3,200,000

in bonuses during these years.

In the single year 1929 these

twenty-one officiale divided among themselves $3,425,306 in
bonuses.

One vice-president got $378,678.0(1 another got $375,664.

and still another $316,729.

For thirteen years, from 1918 to 1930,

Grace*s bonuses averaged $814,933 a year.

Nothing was ever said

to the stockholders about these bonuses.*

Had that money gone to

the stockholders it certainly would have helped the consumers
market and still better had a large portion of it gone to labor.
H

Benet Mead, WorkerT s Alliance of America,in People's Lobby
Bulletin, Tol. 5, Number 10, January 1936; Consumer's
Conference on Farm Problems.

"The Brook lag a Institution, in its study, 'America's Capacity
to Consume,' states that on the side of the high family incomes,
0. 1 per cent of the families of the nation received 13.7 per cent
of the total money income reoeived by families; and that, on the
side of low family incomes, 43 per cent of the families reoeived
only 12.9 per cent of the total; in other words, 0.1 per cent of
the families at the top of the income scales reoeived practically
the same percentage of the total income as 43 per cent of the
1
families at the bottom of the scale.*
*|t is estimated that
eighty-five per cent of the savings of the nation were made by less
than ten per cent of the population, and that eighty per cent of
3
the population made not more than two per cent of the savings.
"The receives# of the largest incomes were able to spend only a
small portion of their current incomes to satisfy all their wants
for goods and services; the only practical thing that could be done
with the bulk of these large Incomes was to re-invest in new capital
for farther production,

on the other hand, the great mass of

consumers (at least seventy per cent of them) did not have incomes
large enough to enable them to satisfy all their most urgent
desires for goods and services.

Moreover, a large percentage of

the consumers had such small incomes that they were unable to
purchase enough goods and services to satisfy all of their actual
needs to maintain health and physical comfort.— —

The American

1. " Arthur B. Adame, national' Economic Security, University of OklaT
Pres, 1936; based on Maurice and Laura Falk Foundation, Digest
of America's Cap&oity to Consume, 1935, p. 42.
3. Ibid, pi 49

people would have purchased more than twice the amount of consumer*#
goods and service® purchased in 1929 If the mace of consumer® had
possessed enough purchasing power to satisfy all their current
1
economic wants.*
We find that we are confronted with some very
definite and challenging facts.

The past history of big business

does not lend hope to the possibility of industry putting her
house in order*

What are we to do?

What has cooperation to do

with the solution »# what part will it play?

The following chapters

will be an attempt to portray the part cooperation is playing and
the part it can play if given an opportunity.
show that regardless of the party in

We will attempt to

ower, the various plans tried

out or the state of capitalism that the Cooperative movement can
and does increase the consuming ability of groups of people and
thus aids in furthering one of the essentials of eooaomic progress.
For as Adams states, "The Two fundamental conditions upon which
real economic progress depend ares

(l) a oonslatent increase ,,in

the annual production of economic goods and services par Inhabitant
of the nation^ end ( 2) an increase in the real income of each
economic class (particularly that of the low income receivers) pro
rata with that of the growth in the per o&pita production of the
nation.

Both conditions are necessary before general economic

2

progress oan become an actuality."
H
2.

Arthur B. Adams» National Economic Security, University of Okla*
Pres% 1936, p* 52
lbid. p . 1C.
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Profeesor Adame has here put the problem in & ‘nutshell’ and
the cooperative movement is an effort along the very lines as
mentioned in the above quotation.
Professor Carver made the following comment in regard to the
increasing interest in the field of consumption with which coopera
tion is largely concerned.

"Students are becoming convinced that

the consumption of wealth merits a great deal of study---- It is
going to be controlled and directed by the state, whether we like
it or not.

Whether it is controlled and directed wisely

or

Unwisely will depend upon how carefully and intelligently it is
studied.

In fact, a few axe already beginning to discover that

consumption is more important than production, exchange or distribu1
tion— possibly more important than all three combined.■
In this chapter we have found the viewpoints of many well
qualified to analise the situation.

The succeeding chapters will

be devoted to the part that cooperation is playing and can play in
finding the way out.

T.

Carver, T.N., Principles oi1
1 iPoliticai Economy, Chapter XLf,
Ginn & Go., Boston.

Chapter XX
FIELDS OF COOPERATION

In the field of cooperation, the average American is more
familiar with cooperative marketing than any other phase of coopera
tion, tout today we are toeing rudely awakened to the success of
cooperation in two other field® of cooperative endeavor* namely,
the Cooperative Credit Unions and Consumer*a Cooparatives*

An

example of the ftret of these would to© *Th© Cloquet Cooperative
Credit Union* organised May 23, 1036 for the benefit of the member*
of the society*

A charter was applied for at that time*

The Union will operate on the usual credit union plan,
receiving deposits from members for provident purpose# at a low rate
of interest*

It® aim is to free people from the need of patronising

•loan sharks* and costly finance companies*

It is expected to help

in solving the problem of credit in the cooperative store#, to aid
co-operators in making heavy purchase* as of automobiles and
machinery, end to provide funds for emergency purposes such m
hospital bills and funeral bills*

Employerne of the society are

foremost among those organising the credit union plan*
If on© wishes to go into the history of the finance coapanie*
they can check the information that cam© to light in the investi
gation of the *1 0 im sharks* during the 1033 legislative session at
Madison*

It was not uncommon for a person, (a victim of the

finance company) to find himself owing the company more at the end
of two years than he did when he started and yet he had probably

paid over half of the original amount.

Rates of forty-two per

cent were not uncommon but rather the rule.
“Perhaps the biggest and most significant co-operative activity
in the United States is the credit union movement.
®A few years ago this was a system of co-operative credit which
aimed to wipe out the activities of the loan shark and the high
cost personal loan company.

Today it is emerging as the financial

heart of the co-operative movement.
"It hae gone ahead on its loan shark drive.

But today, with

millions of dollars in these worker*a banks there is a citetinot and
coherent move toward taking over the installment buying business
of co-operators and providing co-operative societies with financial
support.
■The credit union idea was imported to the United States by
Edward A. Filene, Boston merchant.

In it Mi-. Filene saw a real

system of demooratio banking.
■The idea took hold.
their own banks.

Workers in industrial plants set up

Capital was raised by sale of five dollar

shares to members, this capital to be used only for short-term
loans to members.
■Started in 1931, the movement struggled along.

The lobbies

of the loan companies made the sledding hard at first, fox it is
necessary to get legislation enacted before credit uniofrs could be
set up.
■Then oame Hew Deal legislation.

The credit union leaders

went to Washington and were successful in getting a Federal Credit
Union law, under which any group in any part of the United states

-- -

.............. ....... .....-.....- ...... - ...

..............

'

could act up its own bank under federal charter.
•Therefore, any group of twenty or more people in the United
States, workers in an industrial plant, members of a rural
community, a lodge, a church parish, or a fraternal organisation
can set up their own bank, make loans to their own members, and
so banish the menace of the loan shark from their own group*
•Up till this tint, the movement was headed by the Credit
Union national Extension Bureau.

This bureau was supported by

Mr. Filene, who paid the bill for organisation work.

Following

enactment of federal law, the credit union movement stepped out
into independence.
"The Credit Union national Association was formed.
and officers were elected by the various state leagues.

Directors
Then

came the real expansion of the movement.
•In the first fourteen years of its existence, the credit
union movement built up some three thousand unions with a total
membership of around 750,000.

In the last six months nearly one

thousand new credit unions have been added and the membership
has jumped to 835,000.

Savings total more than 50,000,000.

•Membership is now growing at the rat® of 6,000 a week.

In

fourteen months the Credit Union national Association expects to
double the work of the first fourteen years.
•As the movement grows, more and more money flows into the
coffers of the credit unions.

And with more money it becomes

necessary to open new fields of activity.

■

■One credit union in Massachusetts, started in 193} on a
capital of twenty dollars, now is doing a loan business of more
than a million and a half a year. But that business isn't big
'
enough. The credit -union today has $300,000.00 lying idle.
To use this, the dlreotore are planning a direct move into
Installment buying business.
■With a membership approaching the million mark and growing
by leape and bounds, the national assooiation sees a big chance
to get into real financing.

Already plane are laid for what these

men predict will be one of the biggest life insurance companies
in the United States.
■They base their predictions on the fact that they already
have the prospective customers in their membership.

They feel

that with their huge reserves of cash, they can out insurance
cost to the bone and make th e same success of this business that
they have made of the small loan business.
■But, even as the credit union movement towers above the
cooperative field financially, there are other cooperative
insurance and finance plans under way and in operation.
■The Country Life Insurance was started in 1939 to bring low
cost insurance to members of the Illinois Agricultural Association
In the first fifty months of its existence, it wrote $50,000,000.
worth of policies.

This since hae been run up to $75,500,000.

and is expected to reach $85,000,000 before the end of the year.
■The Ohio Farm Bureau service Company turned toward automobile
insurance in 1936.

It began with a capital of $10,000.

In 1936

the Farm Bureau Mutual Automobile Insurance Company carried

policies to the total of $4,000,000.

It has moved up to talcs its

place with the first ten mutual companies writing automobile
insurance in the United States.
8Back of this growth of insurance is the understanding of the
co-operators that insurance is the secondary banking organisation,
go the "co-ops'* are building their own secondary system, on the
theorythat whoever finances a business controls it.

So they intend

to finance their own co-ops, and keep control in their own hands.
"The record of the credit union
It oame through the depression

is little short of amazing.

without a single failure.

The

people had proved that they could handle their own money better
than could the bankers.
•This record has given them confidence, so they are building
for the future.

The future, they declare, is one in which the

people themselves will own, control, and manage their own business.
•These people are open in their declaration that there is
money to be made in the cooperative insurance buainees, and they
axe moving to get that money, even as they are moving to play a
bigger part in the business of selling themselves "on time" the
jL
higher-priced commodities they need."
Of the newer fields of cooperation, the oonsuaer*s cooperation
has perhaps been the most outstanding in its recant development.1

1.

Bertram B. Fowler of the National Educational Association
Service, Madison Capital Times.

■Consumer cooperation is an importation from the old world.
The Rochdale principles, which are accepted as the rules of
operation for a true cooperative the world over, were formulated
in 1844 by a little group of workmen from England living in the
town of Rochdale.
was going up.

Their wages had been out; the cost of living

If the profits of the middlemen could be eliminated,

they reasoned, they could obtain more goods for each dollar spent.
It was not easy to get the necessary capital to set up a oooperatim
store, for the weavers of Rochdale were poor.

But before the

twenty-eight cooperators had accumulated a capital of one hundred
and forty dollars, (the modest sum which was needed), they had
drafted the principles from which the entire success of the
modern consumer cooperative stems.
ROCHDALE PRINCIPLES
■In the policy they outlined, it was provided:

(1) that

anyone, man or woman, whig or tory, could become a member.

There

was to be no discrimination because of sex, politics, or religious
beliefs.

(2) Each member, no matter how many shares of stock he

held, was to have only one vote.

Thus the Rochdale pioneers

avoided the danger that a few members would be able to gain control.
(3) The Capital investment in stock was to earn interest at a low
rate, the real savings were to be distributed in patronage dividends.
(4)

Prices were to be fixed at the market price and the difference

between this and the actual cost to the cooperative was to be
returned at regular intervals in the form of patronage dividends

g==g

to each member in direct proportion to his purchases.

(5)

All

business was to be done for cash.
"These are the rules which saved the Rochdale cooperators,
from running their enterprise into the shoals where many other
similar endeavors had foundered.

They are the rules which have

enabled consumer cooperatives to make the British Cooperative
Wholesale the biggest single business in England.

In Sweden they

have enabled the people to break the trusts and to establish an
j
industrial democracy.--- -

i

"The Rochdale principles were imported to America by immigrants
who came to the new world to make their homes.— — — — But until the
Rochdale principles were established, all consumer cooperative
efforts failed because of lack of a sound financial program, poor
management and selfish interest.

So, as our lawmakers were willing

to base our fundamental laws on English models, leaders of the
American cooperative movement based their efforts on the principles
1
established by English weavers."
This gives us what the movement is and its background.

The

succeeding chapters will not only give the extent of the movement
but also a clearer conception of the movement.
In the field of cooperative marketing considerable has been
done in the past.

We have today, organisations like the Land-O-

Lakes Cooperative for the marketing of dairy products; the
California Fruit Growers

Exchange; the Wool Pool; and various

other agricultural cooperative marketing agencies.
n

Ruth Brindze, Current History, June 1936, p. 7t.

In most cases

-it

the government has assisted.

This Is one phase o f oooper&tion

where-in we find leas opposition from business.

Many courses in

agriculture have covered this phase of cooperation.

One new

development in this field is that of marketing Electricity.

This

Is best summarized probably by United States Senator Burton K.
Wheeler of Montana in an address at the People's Lobby Luncheon,
Cosmos Club, Washington, D. C., May 3, 1936.
•Good government may be defined as government that helps
*
people to help themselves. The Federal rural electrification
program is based on that principle.

Its ultimate success or its

ultimate failure to electrify the rural areas of America depends
upon the extent to which farmers work to get eleotricity for
themselves.
•Realizing that without electrification, the farmers of the
United States were greviously handicapped. Congress set aside a
portion of the work Relief funds to take eleotricity to the farm.
The program was designed to enlist every available organization
and it was so planned that the farmer was put in a position to
demand the electric power he had so long wanted.
"In the past, rural electrification had been undertaken in a
piecemeal, haphazard fashion,
factory.

As a result, much of it was unsatis

lines were generally extended only to those farms located

very close to oities, unless a particular farmer was lucky enough
to be able to pay for the extension himself. The great majority
of farmers— thoee with average means and incomes— could not get
power at a price they could afford.
about it.

And there was nothing to do

15

•It is not because he lacked interest in electricity— nor
because he did not realise its benefits— that fewer than one farmer
out of nine in this country has central station power.

The farmer

simply had no way to make his demand for power effective.

With a

few notable exceptions, the power industry cultivated only the
densely populated urban and industrial market.

The rural market

was left very much neglected, in spite of the fact that the farm
market when developed has much greater possibilities for large
power consumption than does the domestic market in the cities.
"Such conditions led to the setting up of a Government program
to take electrioity to the farm at a price which the farmer can
afford.

The program ie further designed to have power used on the

farm in sufficiently large quantities materially to lighten farm
drudgery.

It proposes to enable the farm family to enjoy the

physical comfortB and cultural advantages which on-y electric
power can bring.
■Those who have sponsored the REA program believed that the
farmer would snatch at this opportunity.
fulfilled.

Their belief has been

Daily reports to the Rural Elect#ification Administra

tion from all seotions of the United states shew that farmers are
responding with their customary vigor and enthusiasm.

The evidence

indicates, overwhelmingly, that farmers have renewed their hope
of at least securing eleotric service.
■More eignifleant, perhaps, is the readiness and willingefts
with which the farmer is turning to the consumer^ cooperative
organisation, as an ideal method for securing thie service.

It ie

well-known that when he has to buy a particular commodity, the
farmer is increasingly making use of the cooperative technique.
Consequently, it was only natural for him to buy electricity
cooperatively— even though electricity is an unfamiliar and some
what technical commodity.
•A year ago when REA was setting up its machinery for Making
loans, very little was known of existing cooperative eleotrio
service oompinies.

There were, to be sure, several outstanding

examples of successfully operated rural electric cooperative
systems, especially in the northwest.

But although several other

countries have been using the cooperative system for rural electri
fication with very good results, the information concerning this
method was very meagre.

In the United States more than ninety

per cent of the existing rural lines were owned and operated by
private companies.

Some assumed that if farmers were to get eervicf

REA loans would have to be made to private companies in the same
ratio.
*It seemed that if any lines at ail were to be built coopera
tively, some direct stimulation would have to be given to the
promotion of cooperatives,

indeed, a section of REA was set up

for that purpose.
•Results, however, have far outrun even the most sanguine
expectations. Cooperatives have sprung up in the state to undertake
construction of rural lines.

They have, naturally, been most

numerous in those states which have already had long experience
with cooperatives.

In the aggregate, the loans requested by, and

the loans granted to cooperatives, have greatly exceeded the

amounts asked and received by private companies.
"Up to April 1, 1936, funds totaling over eight and a quarter
million dollars had been earmarked for specific REA projects,

of

this amount nearly four and a half million, and that is consider
ably over half, had been set aside for cooperative projects.

Now

it is a significant thing and worth noting that the cooperative
projects are on the whole larger and more extensive than the
projects submitted by other agencies.

I believe that this id due

to the faot that farmers in forming an electric cooperative are
interested In taking electricity to as many farms in a particular
area as possible.
"Those who stand at the point of contact between REA and the
established rural cooperatives, axe convinced that the tendency
toward cooperative extensions of power lines has been merely
indicated.

They insist that the temperature in this field is

still far below the boiling point.
■We must remember that a cooperative rural electric line is
bora of necessity— it represents the self-help method, and the
farmers are depending upon it to bring them power where other
agencies have failed to act.

That is why the farmers making up

an individual cooperative organisation will work very hard to make
the project a bucoess.

And onoe they have eleotricity, they will

not give it up.
"The apology given in the past for the little progress that
had been made in rural eleotrification boiled down to the single
statement that rural line extensions cost too much.

In order to

make a fair return on investment upon this first cost, high rates—
which discourage abundant use of power— had to be charged.
•Today the situation has been changed.

Maes construction,

planned and executed for large areas, is being employed, promising
large saving in construction cost.

Sit^le, standardised, low-

cost lines, designed especially for rural uses, reduce the first
cost still further.
•The farmer today is demanding electric service and he is
placing his faith in the cooperative power system*
time for lengthy explanations.

He wants power.

He has little

And he means to

get it.
•Experience has aemonstrated that this faith in cooperatives
is not misplaced— that its fundamental premise is correct, both
economically and socially.
reduction overhead.

The greatest advantage is the large

There are also great savings in operating

costs because of the more intimate knowledge of the territory to
be served.

Other economies come from reading meters at three-

months intervals and through labor in billing, contributed by the
members•
■The cooperative organisation is interested only in taking
electricity at the lowest possible price to the greatest possible
number of persons. Since the members of the cooperative are not
interested in paying themselves dividends, rates are placed at
the lowest level consistent with good management.

This means that

customers, who could not otherwise have afforded electricity, may
now connect to the lines.

It also means that those connected to

the lines may use current much more abundantly and profitably.

\

"The principle of Rochdale cooperatives which says that goods
and services should be sold at prevdi ling market prices is not
a necessary precaution in the operation of an electric service
cooperative.

Cooperative electric companies may safely set their

rates as low as their costs permit, even though such rates be far
below rates charged by neighboring companies.

Electric lines are

a natural monopoly and cut-throat competition does not enter the
picture.

This is one of the strongest factors favoring cooperative

extension of rural electric service lines.
"Still another tendency has shown itself because of cooperative
activity.

Private utilities, unwilling to be outdistanced in

developing the rural fields, have begun an unprecedented program
of privately finarc ed rural line extensions.

Many of the large

companies have added a rural department staffed with men well
acquainted with rural problems.

They are intent upon seeing

electricity used to solve many of the farmer's difficulties.
"It is estimated, on the basis of figures submitted to REA
by the private utility industry, that in 1935 electric service
was extended to approximately 83,000 farms, compared with 30,396
in 1934.

The industry estimates a further increase of fifty

per cent— entailing an expenditure of approximate y #50,000,0 0 0 in rural line construction in 1936 over 1935.
"And now one
message to you:

tbo rd

in conclusion.

It is the heart of my

The strength of the cooperative rural electric

distribution system lies in the fanners who make up the
organizations.

The only test of their logic and correctness, is

whether or not they work.

The REA financed rural electric

••20'

1
cooperatives are working, and working well."1

1.

Senator Burton K. Wheeler's ’Cooperatives in Rural
Electrification'. The People's Lobby Bulletin. Volume 6,
No. 2, .Te. 36.
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Chapter III
THE EXTENT AND RESULTS OF TJffl COOPERATIVE
MOVEMENT III THE UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES
Before we take up in detail some of the extensions and results
of the movement it would be well to get in mind the meaning of the
word "Co-op.1
"
One doesn’t have to travel far in the Middle west or Northwest
these days before he is greeted with a word that hasn’t been in his
vocabulary previously.

That word is "Co-op."

The word itself is an abbreviation of the word ’cooperation’.
As it is generally used, however, "Co-op" now represents a brand,
a trade mark.

The name and the goods sold under that name, were

estaU ished by organised consumers, to furnish themselves with
a uniform high quality product.
The number of commodities sold under that brand is constantly
increasing.

You may buy tires; tubes; batteries; tractors; farm

machinery, under that brand from the Farmer’s Union Oil Company.
You may buy groceries and dry goods of that brand through stores
affiliated with Central Co-operative Wholesale.
All of this development has been made in the past few years.
The number of commodities that may bear the "Co-op" label in the
future is unlimited.
The "Co-op" brand was created by National Cooperatives, Inc;
an organization that grew out of the affiliation of seven regional
co-operative organizations; among them, the Farmers Union Central
Exchange.
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The first of the modern consumer cooperatives established
in the United States were organised by immigrants.

A group of

women living in Waukegan, Illinois were disgusted with the price
they were forced to pay for their milk.

Their husband’s salaries

had been cut, they had less money to $> end, but the price of milk
continued to go up.

Something had to be done, and having been

trained in Europe in the principles of cooperation, they decided
to apply these principles here.

A small group wasorganized, and

milk was ordered in a wholesale quantity.

Each member called at

the little basement headquarters for her quota.

As business

increased, the group was able to move into better quarters.

A

little later, they bought the plant of one company to whose high
prices they had objected.

Today the Cooperative Trading Company

of Waukeegan owns its own pasteurizing plants, has a fleet of
delivery trucks, and in addition to milk, handles a complete line
of groceries in its chain of stores.

Even more significant is

the effect that the cooperative has had on the lowering of the
milk prices of all dealers in the Waukeegan area.
The United Cooperative Society of Maynard Massachusetts was
organized in 1909, a year before the Waukeegan group.

It, too,

was formed by immigrants, and it has demonstrated that there is
as important a place for the consumer cooperative in the
industrialized East as in the West.
East, and west, little groups of earnest men and women were
forming buying clubs for mutual benefit.

Retail stores were

established* producers banded together to effect savings in the
marketing of farm produce* still others formed mutual insurance

and home loan association*.

These financial organisations grew

more rapidly than other cooperatives, but the character of many
has gradually changed, until today the average mutual savings
bank, insurance and home loan society is in many respects not
unlike the average private profit organisation.
control of the operation of the business.
consumer cooperatives are not so organized.

Members have no

However, modern
Even though some of

the units have grown large, each one is composed of many smaller
units, and thus we have a system similar to that on which our
political democracy has been established.

The small group elects

its representatives to sit on the board of the larger group.
It was not until the World War that the American consumer
cooperatives really took hold.

Then Americans, particularly the

farmers of the west, felt the need for banding together to make
each penny buy as much as possible.

By that time, the British,

Swedish, Swiss and Finnish Cooperatives were selling millions of
dollars of goods annually.

Here we were only making a start.

The

Cooperative League of the United States was organized in 1915, as
1
a unifying force for the movement."
The following gives

ub

definite examples of the growth and

extent of the businesses of the cooperatives menti oned*
The Eastern State’s Farmers Exchange of Springfield,
Massachusetts, reported to itB 62,000 members that business
done in 1935 amounted to $14,067,533, an increase of 13.5^ over
the year before.

Approximately $50,000. was set aside for further

expansion.
_________ ______ ________ _______ ____ ______ __________
IT Ruth Brindze, Consumer Cooperative, Current History, June',
1936, p. 79.
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National Cooperatives, Inoj business federation of eleven
cooperative wholesale associations serving retail consumer
cooperatives in twenty-one states, reported a total wholesale
cooperative business of $25,458,409, an increase of 32,£$ over
sales for 1934.
Consumer Oil Company of Creeley, Colorado, one of the oldest
oil cooperatives, returned to its members in 1935 more than $93,000
in patronage dividends.

n Cooperative Wholesale Association of Southern California,
organised eighteen months ago, after the failure of the E$IC plan,
reported a total bua ness since its inception of $40,000.

It

serves sixty cooperative stores and buying clubs.
Consumer’s Cooperatives Services of Chicago, organised by
nine people in 1932 and operated as a buying club for one year,
opened a grocery store near the University of Chicago campus in
1934 and is now doing a monthly business of $35,000.
Farmers Union Central Exchange reported sales of $4,028,088
for 1935, an increase of 54j£ over the year before.

This cooperative

is one of the biggest of those handling oil and gas, and has
recently acquired an $80,000 oil compounding plant.
Affiliated Cooperative Wholesales.
(The following Wholesale Cooperatives are members of the
Cooperative league]
Central Cooperative Wholesale, Superior Wisconsin.
101 affiliated retail associations. 28,000 individual
members. Handles groceries, baicery good's, clothing, general
merchandise. Wholesale volume (1934) $1,787,773. Has
recently acquired a four story warehouse building.

Consumer*8 Cooperatives Associated, Amarillo, Texas.
60 affiliated retail associations. 12,000 individual members.
Volume (1933) $258,664.
Consumer’s Cooperative Association, North Kansas City, Mo.
240 affiliated retail associations. 100,000 individual members
Handles petroleum products, automobile acoeesorie s, farm
machinery, supplies. Wholesale volume (1933) $1,189,890.
Organized and operating the first Cooperative Compounding
Plant in the world.
Consumer's Cooperative Service, In®, 433 West 21st. Street, New
York City.
11 cafeteria type restaurants operated as a chain, 3,950
individual members. Volume (1933) $345,817. Largest coopera
tive restaurant society in America.
Cooperative Distributors, Inc., 30 Irving Place, New York, N. Y.
Serves 38 affiliated consumers' clubs, non-profit organisations,
cooperative associations and individual members. Handles
about 200 specification products— operates its own testing
laboratory. Distributes by mail and other means; organizes
consumers into local consumers' union.
Eastern Cooperative Wholesale, 112 E* 19th street; New York, N. Y.
twenty-one affiliated retail associations. 11,400 individual
members. Volume (1934) $187,583. Handles groceries, tires?
etc. Wholesale supply for Eastern cooperative stores, dairies,
oil stations, cafeterias, houses, clubs, etc.
Eastern States Earner's Exchange, Springfield, Massachusetts.
More than 1,000 looal outlets, 56,200 individual members.
Manufactures in it s own plants feed and fertilizer; grows and
seie cts seed; purchases paint, disinfectants, spray materials,
wholesale volume (1934) $12,300,000.
Harm Bureau Services, 221 N. Cedar Street? Lansing, Michigan.
Two hundred affiliated retail associations. 35,000 individual
members. Handles farm supplies; feed, seed, fertilizer,
machinery, twine, petroleum products. Wholesale volume (1933)
$1,348,491. Sells "organization and service" to farmers along
with the merchandise.
Farmers Union Central Exchange, Minnesotal Building, St. Paul,
Minnesota.
211 affiliated retail associations. 100,500 individual
members. Handle s petroleum products, flour, feed, twine,
tires, batteries, paint. Wholesale volume (1933) $1,549,233.
A Consumer's Wholesale Cooperative established by organised
producers of farm products.
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franklin Cooperative Creamery Association, 2108 Washington Avenue,
Forth, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Thirteen affiliated retail associations, 4,000 individual
members. Wholesale volume (1935) #1,773,581. Largest
consumer’s cooperative milk distributors in the United States.
Orange Cooperative Wholesale, 3123 Western Avenue, Seattle, Washing
ton.
Fine affiliated retail associations, 2,500 individual members.
Handles groceries, general merchandise, feed, petroleum
products, tires. Wholesale volume (1933) $102,378. Oldest
cooperative purchasing organisation in the Pacific northwest.
Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative Associaion, 504 Farm Bureau Building,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Eighty-seven affiliated retail associations, 70,000 individual
members. Handles feed, fertiliser, petroleum products and
other farm supplies. Wholesale volume (1933) #2,218,424. Has
made steady progress through the depression.
Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Broadway and Johnson Streets,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
One hundred and nine affiliated retail associations. 35,000
individual members. Handles gasoline, fuel oils, lubricating
oils, greases, tires, accessories, batteries, chains, paint,
oil equipment, coal. Wholesale volume (1933) $1,075,566. First
cooperative oil wholesale in tha United States.
Farm Bureau Mutual Automobile Insurance Company, 620 East Broad
Street, Columbus, Ohio.
State offices in seven other states, 122,670 individual
members. Handles automobile, property, fire, farm, theft,
travel, accident insurance. (1933) assets $3,553,884.00|
surplus $550,000. One of the ten largest mutual casualty
insurance companies in the United States.
Ohio Farm Bureau Service Company, 620 East Broad Street, Columbus,
Ohio.
Fifty-six County Farm Bureau Cooperative Associaions, 25
petroleum bulk plants. Handles petroleum product, fertiliser,
farm machinery, etc. Combined wholesale and retail to lume.
(1934) $4,500,000. Retail cooperatives are being extended to
cover the state.
Pacific Supply Cooperative, Walla, Walla, Washington.
Forty-six affiliated retail associations. Twelve thousand
individual members. Handles gas, oil, tires, fertilizer,
grease, twine. Mew organization, developing rapidly,
Pennsylvania Farm Bureau Cooperative Association, 222 Forth Third
Street; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Few Organization. Getting well started with several county
cooperatives already organized. Handles automobile insurance,
petroleum products, etc.

Recreation Cooperative* Inc., Delaware, Ohio. 222 Forth, Third
Street.
A national mail order cooperative for the promotion of
cooperative leisure time activities such aamusic, dancing,
drama, games etc., and for the supplying of necessary
materials and equipment.
Workmen’s Furniture Fire Insurance Society, 227 East Eighty-Fourth
Street, Few York, F. Y.
Finty affiliated retail associations. 65,000 individual
members. Handles insurance on household furniture and
recently empowered to handle dwelling fire insurance. Whole
sale volume (1933) $3,1€4,101. Has one rate only, irrespec
tive of locality or character of dwelling.
We find other ex® pies of the extent of the movement in the
following surana ries both as to this country and other countries.
Expansion!
The growth of the oil cooperatives in the West has been
particularly noteworthy.

In Forth Dakota, the six year old

Farmer1s Union, is the State’s secondJArgest distributor of
oil and gas.

In Minnesota the Midland Cooperative Wholesale has

established a similar position.
The recent organisation of the Consumer Distribution Corpora
tion with an initial capital of one million dollars furnished by
Edward A. Filene, famous department store tycoon and founder of
credit unions in the United States, has been heralded as a signi
ficant forward step in the establidiment of a consumer cooperative
society.

The credit unions, or consumer cooperative banks

organized on the Rochdale principles, are a growing force in
small-loan finance.

Thirty-seven states now have laws on their

statute books providing for the establishment under State charters
of these consumer banks, and in 1934, the Federal Government passed
the Credit Union Act.

With the credit unions firmly established,

tkeite sponsor* Mr, Filene, is now planning the establishment of
a great chain of co operative department stores,
Normally, a consumer cooperative is established on a smaller
scale,

A group of neighbors, church members, or school teachers

form a buying group.

In Ohio, even school children have formed

such groups, and have learned from practical experience how
consumer cooperatives operate, while in Wisconsin the principles
of consumer cooperation ar. taught in the public schools in
accordance with a recently enacted law.

At first, a group of

cooperators may operate merely as a buying club, meeting in
private homes.

As the business grows, they open a store, and

employ a full-time manager.
Then a branch store may be eetabli & ed, followed by a second,
third and fourth.

By this time, the group has either become a

member of a cooperative buying group, or it has formed its own
wholesale unit.

There is no limit to the else that consumer
1

cooperatives may attain, nor to the volume of business done.
The Masses So Into Big Business
This year in America the two million members of more than
sixty-five consumer cooperatives did business in excess of a
million dollars a day.

Because of these Rochdale weavers, the

first cooperative gas and oil station, opened fifteen years ago,
has multiplied until today there are over two thousand of them.
Because of those Rochdale weavers the farmers of the Middle West
Tl

Ruth Brindae, Current History, June, 1936.

p. 79.
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are today experimenting with an economic technic whereby they
control their own wholesales, dictate to factories, and operate a
system of distribution that is hand ing a growing share of the
farm supply business of the nation.
A lot of people have risen in rebellion against the ordered
scheme of things.

They have rebelled in many fashions.

But these

twenty-eight wearers of Rochdale, with their one hundred and forty
dollars, staged the first successful economic rebellion by the
people.

At the same time their methods were not revolutionary.

Rather, these people put into motion an evolutionary movement that
today has made a profound impression on the economic state in
Oreat Britain and the Scandinavian countries, and is now issuing
in America a challenge that cannot be ignored.
In Oreat Britain the one-hundred forty dollar start of thi
twenty-eight weavers has grown into a movement that embraces in
its membership seven million people, representing more than one-half
of the families of England and Scotland.

It has spread to Sweden

to control the national economy) to Denmark to remake the nation)
to Finland to give to them something that has beoome an integral
part of the Finnish nation.
what?

Row, it has come to America--to do

It is time that American industry stopped to take stock

of the advance made by consumer cooperation.
Last year buying cooperatives did a business of $364,000,00
Rot a huge total, but, when we stop to consider that most of these
gains were made during the depression and that the philosophy
preached by the leaders of the movement is, in effeot, a declaration

of economic independence by the people* it is time we did take

stook.
The Rochdale principles today are accepted as the basic tenets
of a new economic order by the one hundred million members of the
International Cooperative Alliance.
Last year the business of the British cooperative took a
fifty million dollar jump.

Last year the banking business of the

wholesale amounted to a twelve million dollar turnover every day.
Their insurance business ranked with that of the big companies.
In Sweden consumer cooperation came to the nation when trusts
and monopolies controlled the price levels of eommodities.

The

movement was some little time growing through the retail stage.
But when Da. ere were enough retail societies* the Swedish Wholesale
was organized and became the spearhead of the attack on the
existing economic order.

There was an overshoes trust that fixed

the price of galoshes at 8.50 kroner a pair.

The Swedish Coopera

tive wholesale went into the overshoe business to see if they
couldn't bring down the price.

They had already broken the

Margarine trust and were beginning to feel their strength.

When

the overshoe war ended ’the cooperatives were in charge of the
field.

Overshoe prices had come down to 3.50 kroner a pair.

From thispoint the Swedish cooperatives went on until today
every trust and monopoly have been brought under control.
prices in Sweden are at an economic level.

Commodity

And the cooperative

movement operates to keep them there.
The story is much the same in Denmark, in Finland, and in
Switzerland.

In each country the people, organized cooperatively,

went at their problems from an economic angle, took economic

action and built their own economic order.

It is for this reason

that the cooperative movement in America is significant today.
Poliowing the Civil War* there was in America the beginnings of
a cooperative movement*
movement petered out.

But either the time was not ripe or the
Prom then on until the opening of the

twentieth century various waves of cooperation swept the land, but
I

most of them raided in failure. Back of the failure in many cases
•
was the absence of the principles upon which the Scandinavian and

British movements were founded.
The real foundation of the movement was laid by the Pinna of
northern Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan.

The Finns brought

consumer cooperation to America as a philosophy of life.
American cooperatives had, for the most part, been set up as
organisations to save the members a few pennies here and there.
When through mismanagement or inefficiency the savings ceased,
the membership melted away and the cooperative collapsed.
To the Pinns of the northern states, cooperation was instinc
tive.

It was as natural for them to set up their cooperatives in

their communities as it was for them to build houses.

So, while

the death rate of the American cooperatives still ran high, the
Finnish societies continued to build.
Americans as a whole at that time still d u n g tenaciously
to the belief that all social ills could be righted by political
action.

They failed to differentiate

political problems.

between economic and

The Pinns, on the other hand, went about the

handling of their economic problems by economic action, and looked
to the politicals for political reform only.

Thus It was that, when the depression hit the Middle West in
1920# the cooperatives of the Finns were firmly established.

It

was then that tie western farmers began to listen to the philosophy
of economic action.

And as they listened mare and more of them

began to experiment with consumer cooperation; began to think in
terms of the consumer.

At the same time certain flaws in the

economic system began to make themselves glaringly evident.

In

their desire to proteot profits certain groups of manufacturers
and producers began to form combines to check falling prices.

As

a result farmers began to be driven into the organisation of
consumer cooperatives.
The Midland Cooperative Wholesale was mainly responsible for
the figures that shewed the cooperatives holding second place as
state-wide distributors of oil and gaB in Minnesota.
The oil cooperative grew because from the first they began
to halt the march of profits out of the West to the financial
centers.

In one Colorado town there is an oil cooperative that

is an example of what is going on throughout the West.

This

organization started with insignificant capital and a few members.
Today it has a membership of fourteen hundred, fourteen thousand
dollars in capitalization and one hundred thousand dollars in
reserves.

It has returned to its consumer membere a total of

six-hundred and fifty thousand dollars in patronage dividends,
the profit spread that the consumers had retained for themselves
and added to their purchasing power.
The pressure of the competition of the big oil companies,
instead of stopping the growth of the cooperatives# drove them

forward step by step.

When the oil companies made it difficult

for the local cooperatives to get their gasoline supplies there
as an immediate expansion of wholesale activities.

Continued

pressure of competition forced new combines of cooperatives.
In 1929 there was in north Kansas City, Missouri, a cooperative
oil wholesale.
cooperatives.

It operated as the buying agency for a few retail
It was housed in a tiny building with storage space

for five thousand gallons of gasoline at the back door.

Just up

the street was the plant of a large privately owned oil company.
That year the privately owned company had just completed the
building of a new two hundred and fifty thousand dollar oil
blending and storage plant.
This oil company had been selling the cooperatives its
supplies of lubricating oils.

But, following the completion of

its new plant, the big company severed its business connections
with cooperative, telling the cooperators that their business was
too small for them to handle.
This foroed the cooperators to go further into the oil
business.

They set up in JTorth Kansas Cith the first cooperative

oil-blending plant in the world.

In 1935 the cooperative whole

sale, then serving over three hundred retail cooperatives, bought
the plant of the privately owned company at a bankruptcy sale.
This wholesale was then doing a business of over two million
dollars for the year.

It was dipping a trainload of petroleum

products a day to its member retails.

It was one of four such

plants that had sprung up one after the other following the
pioneer move by the Morth Kansas City group.

—
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These various oil cooperatives were something more than
mere business organisations*

They were the visible results of

the appearance of a technic of action in the hands of farmers who
were solving the problem of distribution to their own satisfaction.
The figures of the growth of oil cooperatives in reality show the
workability of cooperation and the readiness of the farmers to
embrace a technic that actually saved them momey.
All over

the

West cooperative wholesales continued to spring

up and play an increasingly important part in the distribution
of petroleum products in rural areas.

The Farmer*s Union of Forth

Dakota set up their cooperative oil wholesale in St. Paul in 1920.
In six years this organization spread a network of cooperative
filling stations across western Minnesota* through Forth Dakota
into eastern Montana.

In rural Forth Dakota it is the leading
*

distributor of oil and gasoline.

It is in second place as a state

wide distributor.
Figures showing the part played by the Farmers* Union in the
community disclose significant factB.

In eighty-eight Forth Dakota

towns in whioh oil cooperatives had been organised there was sold
during 1934 a total of fifty-five million gallons of gasoline*
tractor fuel* and kerosene.

Of this total the cooperatives

sold seventeen thousand gallons* a far bigger total than any other
single company.

The average plant of the private companies that

year sold an average of ninety-eight thousand gallons.

The average

cooperative plant sold one hundred-ninety-five thousand gallons.
The figures of other wholesales throughout the West till the
same story.

When a cooperative is set up in the average community

It immediately becomes the leading distributor in the area.
is something more than competition between organisations.

It
It is

the story of distribution for service versus distribution for
profit.
With these cooperatives showing large patronage dividends to
members* the cooperative technic naturally began to attract the
attention of urban consumers.

At the same time the wholesale

organizations were embarking upon programs of education and
publicity, carrying the idea of cooperative purchasing to the
cities and towns, intent upon widening their field of operations
that their savings to members might become greater.
Most of the large towns and cities in the Middle west are now
hearing of consumer cooperation.
cooperative gasoline stations.

Hundreds of them hare their
And from the gasoline stations

there naturally goes an impulse toward further cooperative tndeavwr,
toward more and wider savings.

Madison, Wisconsin, where a

cooperative gasoline station was opened in 1934 is an example.

This

organization, with a large share of its members on the faculty of
the University of Wisconsin, opened a gasoline station and in
their first eight months of operation did a business of eighteen
thousand dollars.

Growing membership led to the opening of two

more gasoline stations, the addition of a coal yard
oil plant.

and a fuel

In 1935 sales jumped to over three thousand dollars

a week.
The revolt waB against profit-taking.
been smoldering in the West for decades.

Such a revolt had
But it was with the

coming of consumer cooperation that the revolt begem to take

real form.

In Ohio and Indiana the growth of oil and gas

cooperatives came to Join a cooperative organisation alreadyrevolutionizing the buying of farm supplies.
Revolt in Ohio end Indiana had been forced in 1920 by the
fertilizer interests* when the economic revolt started* refused
to sell to the cooperatives.

So the cooperatives went farther

afield in their search for supplies.
When the cooperators bought huge stocks of fertiliser to sell
at twenty-one dollars a ton the fertilizer interests cut the price
to twenty dollars.

But the revolt was under way and oould not

then be stopped by a price war.

The one stumbling block in the

path of cooperative development was the inability of the coopera
tors to get standard quality and assured supplies.
It was at this time that the cooperatives found a copper
mining company with a surplus of sulphuric acid.

The company

agreed to set up a subsidiary corporation for the manufacture of
fertilizer which the cooperators agreed to buy.
As a result there is in Looklsnd, Ohio* today a fertilizer
plant with a capacity of one hundred thousand tons of fertilizer
a year.

The significance in this case lies in the nature of the

business carried on by the maufacture.
their own speoifications.

The cooperators lay down

The manufacturer produces fertilizer

according to the consumers* own demands.

The cooperators take

care of all advertising, distributing, and pay cash for their
supplies.

Therefore we have in this instance a producer who has

nothing to do but produce.

There is no sales force, no advertising

department, and no collection department.

As a result this

manufacturer signed the first contract of its kind in the United

States* wherein he agreed to return to the cooperatives one-hald

of the manufacturer’s profit each year.
The linking of gasoline and oil to the buying of farm supplies
throughout the West has naturally led to the growth of consumer
cooperation as an economic method rather than as a mere way of
purchasing.

The impulse is to move farther back toward production.

The saving of retail profits has been* in most cases* merely the
first step of the cooperative advance.
In town after town through the Middle West the cooperative
station comprises a feed mill* a bulk plant for the distribution
of gas and oil* a warehouse where the farmer bays his feed* seed*
fertilizer* fencing and building material.

The current move is

toward the setting up of a retail store in connection with each one
of these cooperative depots.
The Consumer's Cooperative Association in North Kansas City*
for instance* wL th its three hundred depots in Kansas* Colorado
and neighboring states, is now organizing its own grocery wholesale
in order to set up a store in connection with each gasoline station
and feed warehouse.
Distribution for profit, collecting a tolloon the farm px> ducts
that the city worker must buy and another toll on the factory
goods sold to the farmer, drove a wedge between farmer and city
worker.

The cooperatives in the West, olaiming the middleman is

responsible for the misunderstanding V t.veen farm population
and the town dwellers, is making a definite move to link the two
through cooperative development.

In Indiana and Ohio, for example,

the rural cooperative organizations have laid out a definite plan
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of action*

They are going into the towns and cities to help

workers from their own consumer cooperatives to deal directly with
the marketing cooperatives set up by the farmer.

The goal is

the elimination of the middleman and his profit toll.
At the same time there is growing up in many cities independ
ent consumer cooperatives working toward the same aid.
of Gary, Indiana set up sueh a cooperative in 1932.

The Negroes

In that year,

one-half the Negro population of the city on relief, a consumer
group organized.

They started with a capital of twenty-four

dollars and functioned as a buying olub until their business waa
large enough to move into a store.

In 1935 this group did a retail

business of thirty-five thousand dollars and had become the largest
Negro-owned retail business in the United States.
In Pittsburgh and Kansas City Negro groups are duplicating
the Cary achievement.

And in each city the Negro leaders are

telling their people that by consumer cooperation the Negro can
at last win his economic emancipation.
i
It is this present sweep of activity that gives consumer
cooperation in America its significance.

A few years ago it was

a negligible quantity in the national economic scene.

Today,

because of the philosophy it is teaching, its importune* cannot
be ignored.

It was his perception of the implications of the

movement that led Roger Babson to warn his clients this winter
that in ignoring the consumer movement in America, merchants
may be sitting on dynamite.
The real strength of consumer cooperation lies in the fact
that it dees not preach a philosophy of revolution by force.

It

makes no attempt to juggle legislation or resort to political
action.

It is a technic that is purely economic in its operation.

Instead of volubly attacking the existing method of distribution
it sets about to do a better job.

The figures on gain by the

cooperative method of distribution tell the story of its effective^
ness.
Distribution for profit today faces the challenge of consumer
cooperation, the challenge of a new technic in distribution that
is gaining ground among both farm groups and city workers.

The

only way in which the present system can meet the challenge is by
doing a better job of distribution;

which would mean a complete

realignment of our methods of distribution.

But we ignored distri-

bution, left it on a basis of inefficiency that led to its
complete failure.

In consumer cooperation we have a system of

distribution growing up among the people.
Such are the existing facts in the movement of consumer
cooperation as it appears today.

It is, in effect, the visible

manifestation of a spirit of economic revolt that can be suppressed
only by the removal of the evils that caused it.
If the evils are not remedied the revolt will sweep on.
American business today faces its greatest test.
the demands upon it are not vague generalities.

For this time
In consumer

cooperation we hage at last a clear and distinct outline of a
method of action.
It is interesting to note that in his latist book, "It can’t
happen here", in which he deals with the threat of Fascism in
.v(..

America, Sinclair Lewis says

in one place that the real hope

lies in something that is being voiced in the Middle West, a some-

-
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thing that la called the Cooperative Commonwealth.
Consumer cooperation is the first evidence of that common
wealth, the appearance in actuality of the technic whereby these
cooperators hope to bring that commonwealth into being.

It is

because it is appearing in such terms that the movement is signi1
ficant.1

1.

Bertram B. Fowler, The Masses Co Into Big Business.
Reprinted from the April, 1936 issue of Scribner*s Magazine. (d)
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENT TRENDS

Without question the present trend in the cooperative move
ment is toward expansion and entrance into other fields of coopera
tion hitherto untouched and extension into the isfoolesale and manu
facturing ends.
We can gain a fairly accurate picture of the trends hy a
survey of the fields of development going on at the present time.
Wallace Denounces High Court*
Calls for Cooperative Set-up— Extract*

Saying "the people

must become actively imbued with the idea of a cooperative coaunon1
wealth*"
"To study and report on a comparitive new pattern of economic
life, the President dispatches to Europe three investigators,
asking them to survey cooperatives in relation to Government.
What are cooperatives?
Briefly* they are associations of individuals formed for thi
purpose of buying or selling for themselves so that all profits
from these operations will be obtained by the members of the associ
ations.
Marketing cooperatives already handle a large proportion of
farm product sales in America.
Consumer cooperatives have had a slower growth* but likewise
are stronger among the farmers.

They purchase, on a large scale,

fertilizer, seed, implements, gasoline, and oil, giving members
the advantage of lower prices due to the elimination of retail1
1. ftrand Porks Herald, Wednesday, July 1, 1936.

profits.

They frequently enter the fields of manufacturing also

to supply member demands,
(Note-All cooperatives do not eliminate retailers profitj
some sell at market prices and refund part or all and may use
some for expansion)
The government actively assists cooperatives for borrowing
money, both for farm mortgages under the Farm Credit Administra
tion and for personal loans through the formation of Credit Unions,
Farmers Cooperatives also are the preferred recipients of loans
for rural electrification lines.
Benefits which the President says may be expected to flow
from the spread of cooperatives in housing, credit, insurance and
retail buying include wider distribution of produced wealth and
economic stability,
Nations to be visited include those where cooperatives have
become a major factor in the economic picture.

Among them are

Great Britain, Sweden, Chechoslovakia, and France,

Not included

in the itinerary is Russia# where, the Labor Department reports,
members of such groups exceed in numbers those in all other
1
countries combined.”
Cloquet Cooperative
Opening week of the Cloquet Cooperative Society*s new centrally
located store in Broadway and Avenue C, saw crowds throngirg the
aisles every day, viewing their imporium with pride, making
purchases and pausing for a free cup of coffee.

T~.

tJnited States News, June 29, 1936, Seeking New sight for Policy
on Cooperatives.
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On May 28-29, the days of the coffee demonstration, three
thousand-five hundred people visited the store and three thousandfive hundred cups of Cooperative Coffee, the best blend of the
Central Cooperative, Wholesale roasters, were served.
totaled five hundred pounds.

Coffee sold

Bread and rolls sold and used in

demonstation amounted to five hundred and eighty-five unite.
While the crowds were thronging into the new store, workers
were busy laying brick on the society’s new garage nearing comple
tion on Cloquet Avenue.

It is a sixty by ninety-seven foot one

story brick extension to the present garage and service station
and will contain an auto sales room in front, with repair shop
and storage space in the rear.
Every modern convenience for the motorist will be provided.
Sales of new ears since January 1, have totaled 38.

The

society has been in the auto sales business only since November,
when the PlymOth DeSota Agency was secured.
The Carlton County Co-op Bdrial Association is also getting
under way and expects to open its first funderal home here.

When

this cooperative is functioning, it will be almost literally true
that the consumers of Cloquet and vicinity can serve themselves in
every way from the cradle to the grave, through their
cooperative machinery.
"Representatives of two million organized consumers will meet
in Columbus, Ohio, October 8, 9, and 10 to survey current cooperative
developments and plan even more aggressive expansion.

The Tenth

Biennial Congress of the Cooperative league of the W.S.A. will bring
together managers, educational and recreational directors and members,

delegatee from farm purchasing co-ops, cooperative gas stations,
grocery stores, bakeries, credit unions, creameries, restaurants,
apartment houses, student cooperative eating establishments, dormi
tories and book-stores, cooperative insurance companies and
hospitals, and several consumer-owned cooperative mills and
compounding plants.
E. R. Bowen, general secretary of the Cooperative League, said
in announcing the decision of the board of directors to hold the
sessions in Columbus, "The wave of interest in the consumers*
Cooperative Movement as a democratic alternative to our present
economic distress makes the coming Congress an event ofimportance
1
for the entire country."
Co-ops Help Save Individual Liberty.
Washingtons

Consumers' Cooperatives were pointed out as an

alternative to Fascism and a means of lowering retail prices to
consumers by Frederic C. Howe, special adviser to Secretary of
Agriculture, Wallace, when he testified in favor of the Scott Bill
to establish a federal consumers* administration and cooperative
bank, now before the house committee on banking and currency.
Rep. Byron Scott (D. California) introduced the bill for a
revolving fund of 751 million dollars to set up a system of taxfree banks for consumers* cooperatives to help in "producing,
handling, processing, wholesaling, transporting or retailing any
and all goods, commodities, or products for which effective demand
exists on the part of consumers* organizations."
Y.

BS-op League News Service, New York City.
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The bill seeks "to do for consumers* cooperatives what has
already been done for the farm cooperative groups through the
♦Farm Credit Act.’"
Scott supported Howe's belief in the cooperatives as a means
of preventing further economic decline and the resulting restric
tion of democratic liberties* which* he said* constitute Fascism.
"I think" declared Scott, "that we face grave difficulties in
this country in ttoe next few years if the people can't get the
things they need when they know they should and can have them.
Cooperative development, by increasing purchasing power, should
relieve economic tension here just as it has in Sweden, for instance."
"The Farmers Union believes in going to the root of the
trouble and our program includes (1) the demand that the power to
issue money be taken from the bankers and put back into the hands
of Congress, that is, that a central government bank of issue be
created to keep the supply of currency in circulation.

(2) re

financing the farm indebtedness by issuing not more than three
billion dollars of non-interest-bearing treasury notes with which
existing mortgages will be bought up, to be a revolving fund.
(3) The cost of production for that percentage of our farm products
1
that are consumed in the United States."
First "Co-op" of TVA nets $100,000.00 profit already*
Corinth, Miss., Area is Successful in Hew Program.
"In no other community did the U.S. Supreme Court decisions
allowing TVA to sell surplus power cause greater jubilation than
....................

Tli

..

.

Mr. E. E. Kennedy, Secretary of the Farmers* Educational
and Cooperative Union.

r
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in the area surrounding this small city.
■For it meant that the first customer-owned electric
company in the valley can go without fear into the twentieth month
of successful operation.
"There are several cooperative associations organized under
the auspices of TVA to buy and distribute power to members of
the associations.
the first.

But that in Alcorn County* around Corinth* was

It has twenty-one hundred customer-owners today.

"In June, 1934, at the suggestion of David D. Littenthal,
power director for TVA, citizens of Alcorn county got together
and organized the Alcorn County Electric Power Association.
"Through TVA, they bought the Corinth distribution system of
the Mississippi Power Company.

It cost $114,632.60.

They spent

another $3,520.06 for equipment and built eighty-five miles of
rural electric lines for $117,277.06.
$235,429.72.

Thus the association invested

It contracted to buy its power wholesale from TVA.

All Members Equal!
"Everyone who wanted to draw power from the association* s line#
was offered a one hundred dollar membership in the association,
twenty per cent discount for cash.

Others were allowed to join

for a small down payment, with the balance gradually paid through
a membership charge of one cent per kilowatt hour on their eleetdc
bills.
"Each member has an equal voice in the association, with one
vote in eleoting a board of five managers.

The board hires an

operating superintendent.
"At the meetings of the owner-customers of the association,

they come together in a hall, fanners in overalls, workmen in
blue shirts, and just ordinary householders of all kinds.

They hear

reports on the state of the joint effort, and vote for members on
the board.
One Hundred Thousand Dollars Profit So Par*
"With membership fees and annual profits from operation it
was planned to pay off within ten years the debt of the association
incurred in buying the equipment.

But at the present rate, the

entire debt will be paid off in four and a half years.
$57,975.26 already has been paid.

A total of

Bet profits from memberships

and sale of power in the last nineteen months were one hundred
thousand dollars.
"When the debt is paid off, of course, the equipment and assets
of the association will belong to the members.

During the first

nineteen months, taxes, insurance, interest depreciation, and
maintenance costs have all been paid.

Electric rates were cut in

half even when they included the charge for payments on membership
fees.

Current consumption in the area has jumped from two hundred

sity-eight thousand kilowatt hours a month to seven hundred thirtyeight thousand.

An average of one hundred twenty-one dollars

worth of new electrical appliances has been sold to each customer.
Idea is Spreading*
"The Alcorn example is being followed widely throughout the
TVA area.

Tennessee recently passed a special law permitting the

organization of such electrical cooperatives.

The association has

been flooded with requests for information on its manner of
operating.
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"The presumption is* in the system being worked out in Alcorn
County, that, after the property is paid for, further profits from
operation will he used either for new equipment or rate reductions
or will he prorated among the members as a dividend.
'"'This sort of cooperative movement is spreading rapidly
throughout the Tennessee Valley area, not only as applied to distri1
bution of electricity, but in other fields."
Cooperative Tradiig
"Waukegan, Illinois consumers put a red mark on the calendar
on May 5, 1936.

For these consumers, who 3a st year carried on a

$600,000 in savings, on that date looked back twenty-five years to
the day when a few housewives in revolt against a rise in milk
prices bought a few cans of milk and went into business for them
selves.
*On May 5, 1911 sixty-two consumers organized the Cooperative
r

Dairy.

Their stock in trade consisted of a horse, a milk wagon

and a few cans.

Cooperation had come to Waukegan.

"Last year the two thousand consumers, now members of the
organization, operated six grocery and mefet markets, a milk plant
and bakery and hit a new high in their development.
they had located their own sources of supply.

As consumers

Their trucks brought

their food-stuffs from the primary sources directly to the consumer.
And, during this year, work was begun on a cooperative service
station to handle without profit consumer requirements in gasoline
and oil.
!

IT

Hull Adams, MSA Service Special Correspondent.
February 25, 1936.

Capital Times
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"The significance of the cooperative growth in Waukegan, say
these organized consumers, lies in the fact that this great advance
was made at the same time the independent merchants were disappear
ing from Main Street in the face of chain store growth.

The

Cooperative Trading Company has proved durings its twenty-five
years of successful operations that consumers can organize to keep
ownership as well as control of prices and quality within the
1
community."
Members Will Obtain Medical and Surgical Care Through New Plan*
"In Oklahoma the Farmers Union Benevolent Hospital Association
has been formed.
State*s office.

A charter has been obtained from the Secretary of
The officers are the state Union officials, both

the executive committee and the administrative officers.

The

purpose of the articles of incorporation and by-laws is to establish
a hospital and obtain medical and surgical care for its members.
"The first unit will be established in Oklahoma City.
be known as the Central Hospital.

It will

As the organization grows and

progresses it is expected that many units will be located in
various parts of the state.
"Representatives from six counties met in Oklahoma City at
the call of the state president of the Farmers Union, Toni Cheek,
on April, l and from this meeting the decision was made to organize
the association and to build a hospital.

Organization committees

were formed among the representatives from each county.

Upon thes*

persons will be placed the responsibility for the solicitation of
memberships.
IT,

Co-op League News Service.

Membership in the hospital association costs seventy-firs
dollars.

This money is expected to build and equip the hospital.

The annual service charge is based on the size of the family
and is as follows;

A single member, $14.00 per year; two persons

$20.00 per year* three persons to a family $24.00 per year;
four to a family, $27.00 a year; additional members over four to
1
a family pay two dollars each."1

1.

Co-op League News Service
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Chapter V.
PROBLEMS OP COOPERATION

There are the problems inherent within the movement itself
and there are problems from the outside which are both directly and
indirectly pertinent to the movement.
Within the movement there are the problems which arise due to
its growth.

As the movement expands there arise problems due to

the very bigness of the movement which were not important when the
movement was in its infancy.

The problems of training capable

leaders have already caused the members to take steps to meet this
problem.
♦Cooperatives to Establish College." "At a recent meeting of
the Central Cooperative Wholesale* a movement was launched providing
for the establishment of a National Cooperative College.

Delegates

from more than one hundred general stores affiliated with the
Wholesale voiced the opinion that the rapid growth of Consumers

i*.
Cooperatives throughout the country has made imperative the
1
training of competent managers and employers for cooperatives."
In the problem of financing the cooperatives seem to be making
headway among themselves.

It is a question though if they will

not encounter greater difficulty here as their movement grows and
they encounter more opposition from private industry.

Yet England,

Sweden and other countries have successfully met this opposition.

T~,

Public Ownership of Public Utilities Magazine.
No. 5, May 1936, p. 80.

Vol. XVIII,
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A number of the problems of the cooperatives are discussed
in the following*
Coordination of Cooperative Effort
Principle of Unity*
n One of the fundamental principles of consumer cooperation is
that of Unity.

This principle assumes that all people interested

in consumer cooperation are sufficiently aware of the fact that
any consumer cooperative group which attempts to isolate itself,
or to be independent of other parts of the whole cooperative
movement will sooner or later find itself in difficulties, either
educational, organizational or spiritual.

By spiritual in this

case, I mean the spirit of good will and uniform purpose which
should run throughout the membership of all cooperatives, which
spirit feeds upon the knowledge that other organisations are in
sympathy with our society and will meet with us to solve problems
or shape new policies for the movement as a whole.

In other words,

the feeling of unified effort with other folks in other sections
of the country and the world in a constructive task of building
a new social order.
Eow the Principle Operates*
Unity works itself out by the constructive organizations of
retail societies gathering together and forming regional federation 9
wholesales, educational leagues, regional or national, and finally
in becoming part and par-members in the cooperative efforts of our
International Cooperative Alliance.

The I.C.A. unites the move

ments of each and every country into a world wide endeavor.
Through these regional, national and international organizations
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flows the blood atresia of the whole movement*

Every cooperative

effort should be part and parcel of that cooperative blood steam*
Unity Demands Coordination of Cooperative Efforts*
In order that unity can be accomplished it is vitally
necessary that all unite of cooperative endeavor get together
and learn to understand one another*

On the basis of such a&

understanding a coordinated program of a genuine movement may be
built.
At the present time it is open to doubt whether we have a
movement in this country*

he are in our infancy and our efforts

are as yet only beginning to hasmer out the pattern of a movement*
The tern movement signifies a group of people with a definite
plan going in the same direction*

We have the people* we have

the aim or goal* but we have not as yet thoroughly coordinated
our efforts to move ahead in a uniform direction.
X agree with a statement made by Mr* Cowden* president of
Consumers Cooperative Association* Worth Kansas City* in a talk
given bo the students at the advanced cooperative institute held
in Dee Moines* Iowa* April £0 to May 2* that the greatest need
of our movement today is temporarily to ce&ee putting emphasis
upon rapid expansion of business and put more emphasis upon getting
together and coordinating the work of those cooperative organisa
tions already established*

With the rising tide of reaction bound

to become ever more strong os time passes* this need for coordination
✓
of the different units in the movement becomes every more urgent*
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Unity cannot be bad until each unit of the movement is coordinated
with all other units.

Strength to meet ones foes lies in unity

or the resultant strength is decided by the aaouht of coordina
tion attending the efforts of all units in the movement.
Rapid Expansion Creates Problems*
There is no doubt a need for consideration of the present
situation in our movement.

In a period of such rapid growth

many problems will arise and many differences may temporarily keep
some units on guard against others.

This situation is perfectly

natural and easily understood, since the various business units
have grown up in different regions and out of varying needs.
It is also true that the approach made to the cooperative movement
tends to vary.

This is true of many -farmers organizations who

came into the movement because of the lessons learned in early
efforts at collective marketing of goods produced, whereas others
came in directly as consumers interested first in distribution
are sufficiently within their control to warrant production.
Naturally problems will arise but none of them are insurmountable.
' A Grave Problem*
At the present time one big problem is to determine the
business regions in which the various wholesales will have Juris
diction.

An agreement as to territorial rights is necessary in

many cases to avoid competition or even the appearance of competi
tion.

Today this problem is a grave one since our wholesale units

are expanding and will continue to expand rapidly in the future
and therefore to cross one another's paths,

k gentlemen's

agreement or even a written contract agreement on the matter of

territory may be necessary at times to avoid misunderstanding.
Some cases to point may be cited to illustrate the above
stated need for friendly agreements.

Consumers Cooperative

Association of North Kansas City has crossed into Nebraska not
because C.C.A. planned such a move, but because some retail
societies asked them to supply their society with petroleum
products.

Nevertheless a problem arises since the Nebraska Farmers i

Union State Exchange is doing a wholesale petroleum business In
that state and feels, perhaps rightly so, that Nebraska is the
business territory of the State Exchange. This necessitates a for
mal understanding between these two cooperative wholesales.
C. C. A. m d Farmers’ Union Central Exchange likewise find them
selves crossing one another’s paths in South and North Dakota.
This is also true of the Farmers’ Union and Midland Co-op.

Whole

sale in Minnesota and Wisconsin, and will be true in many terri
tories in the. future as more retail societies grow up and form
wholesales in ndw territories.
National Cooperatives Makes Solution Possible*
The fact that National Cooperatives, Inc., has been establish
ed is certainly a step in the right direction.

Here representative s

from the various cooperative wholesales ait about a common table
and discuss problems.

They will no doubt find it possible for

formulate a policy in regards to territorial rights and jurisdic
tion for the member wholesale.
The National Cooperatives is the business federation of
eleven cooperatives wholesale societies that serve and supply
891 retail cooperatives scattered over twenty-one states.

The

volume of business done through the National Cooperatives* Ino.f
for 1935, was #25,856,000, a gain of 32.2^ over sales of 1934*
The net savings to the wholesales and then in turn to the retail
societies and thence to the individual members.
Other Problems*
Other problems besides territorial division must also be
faced together.

Legislation for the protection of consumer aaLd

producer cooperatives is a case in point.

Unfair taxation of

cooperative reserve funds and patrons dividend funds will have to
be guarded against.

Taxation is an instrument which if used in

the hands of our opponents may be very destructive, to cooperative
growth.

Another problem to be analyzed jointly is the question

of expansion of cooperative business and education.

Too rapid

expansion will tend to play into the hands of the reactionaries.
Coordination and expansion should be carefully planned so that
neither is to be sacrificed at the expense of the other; thse
two must go hand in hand.
3ummaiy of Steps Leading to Coordination of Cooperative Effor t*
The essence of this whole argument stands out then as the
vital need for all cooperative societies to get together and
understand one another.

Since maa y of these organizations have

grown out of different historical backgrounds, understanding of
one another is the first step towards coordination of cooperative
effort.

Secondly, with understanding will come toleration for

the others differences, some of which may appear not to be quite
orthodox in the light of the original Rochdale principles.
There are historical reasons for such unorthodox practices as

• U (*

for example the cheek off system used hy the Farmers' Union
members may he called a democratic way of meeting an organizational
need.

Understanding and toleration of the se variations is neces

sary.

later such practices may he deemed as unneessary, the

historical cause for them will have passed.
If we have the above stated attitudes we can next proceed to
sit about the common table and analyze the problems pertaining
to all groups.

After this third effort,that of analysis of

problems,has been accomplished the way will be open for the coord
ination of the efforts of all groups.

Such problems as regional

difficulties may then be arbitrated before a tribunal set up by
some designated organization, such as the National Cooperative
league, or the National Cooperatives, Inc., and the difficulties
arbitrated in the light of known facts and known needs.

A path

then will be cleared for Unity of aim and purpose, and the
*

coordinating machinery will function in the fulfillment of over
cooperative endeavors.
Remarks in Conclusions
In conclusion let me remind the reader that a movement which
is in the early stage of "birth pains* will of necessity face
grave problems on matters of personality, of principles and of
policy.

This is perfectly natural and therefore nothing to cause

anyone to turn sour on the movement, or to take the defeatist
attitude "that even those who profess cooperation do not cooperate."
I have heard many take that point of view and wish to point out
that we deal with imperfect human beings who are doing their
level best to struggle towards more and more perfection.

Coopera

tors are doing just that, struggling for a greater perfection
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of earthly relationship in a human society.

Any effort made to

go forward* is an inch won in this human struggle.
opinion that no good effort is ever lost.

I am of the

Therefore, let us take

into ourselves some of the attribute of the gentle ox, patience;
some of the attribute of the owl, wisdom; and much of the
attribute of the real human being, intelligence and underatanding.
Arming ourselves thus we can set up the necessary machinery of
coordination and out of our efforts develop a united and strong
cooperative movement, progressing ever forward in the establishment
1
of the cooperative society of all mankind."
As to the problems which they must face we find the following
illuminating.
"They held a caucus before and had come resolved to break up
the meeting.

They took it out in argument.

"What is going to happen to the local business men-- What's
going to happen to local owners of business property.
happen to the American standard of living.-— —

What will

Who will pay tie

taxes if people are put out of private business?
"Patiently our teacher explained:

{Locally owned businesses

are being constantly crowded to the wall by chain business— cooper
atives offer a technique for regaining local control of business—
2
they create new property owners; increase purchasing power."
Tl

2.

T

C. R. Crews in Coordination of Cooperative Effort.
Ellis Cowling, We Want a Cooperative. Christian Century,
July 1, 1936.

The gist of that article leaves one to believe that local
business will be returned to local control.

But we are faced

with this problem* 'How about those small communities where we
do not have chain store competition?'

We find cooperatives

entering into competition in the smaller communities and tie re
they are displacing the small town merchants.
what we are gaining by this process.
the small town businessmen?

We well might ask

What is going to become of

You may say too that we can get

along with one large general store* one or a reasonable number
of filling stations and so forth in other lines of endeavor but
wla t are you going to do with the people displaced?
not be a problem but it appears as one.

How it may

Perhaps with a better

distribution of income due to the cooperative movement, opportu
nities will be found in other fields for those displaced but it
causes some concern.

This is especially true when we remember

that they have not been of the high income earning group in many
cases.

What will the attitude of many of these people be when

it comes to such questions as taxes on such products as oleomargerine.

Will not many people obje ct to a tax which favors the

farm group when the farm groups have entered into competition with
them?

It has been reported that oleomargerine has been so per

fected that it is now almost as good as butter if not as good.
By what right have we to demand of one group the payment of such
a prohibitive tax?

Such items now raise little opposition but

perhaps they will raise more in the future.
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Undoubtedly since the building of the Boulder Bam some thirty
millions of acres of good lands could be released for farming
under irrigation.

That would make millions of acres now marginal

land below marginal and force many farmers into bankruptcy.
why not do it?

They would be displaced.

Well

Either let them shift

for themselves or have the government resettle them on this new
land.

What will we do with local business displaced*

shift or try to start than in other lines of work?

let them

The purpose

of this discussion is to raise some possible and pertinent problems
and it is hard to divorce the problem of cooperation from the
whole problem of distribution.

In faot it cannot be done.

This

whole movement has caused apprehension in business oircles.
"Consumer cooperative and producer cooperation are not new in
America.

They have been tried time and time again and have ended

in disappointment, disillusionment and failure.

But many import

ant lessons have been learned since the days of the Grangers*
fiasco, and the equally complete failure of the Knights of Labor
and the Sovereigns of Industrial Bemocracy.

The present consumer

cooperatives, backed by white-collar workers and the farmers,
are proceeding slowly and carefully, profiting by the experience
of consumer cooperatives in other parts of the world.
"It is only within the last year or so that business has
taken notice of the movement.

Before that, it treated consumer

cooperation as another of the idealistic and visionary projects
which would die of attrition.

Recently business has been growing

apprehensive, and such spokesmen of industry as Roger Babson have
warned that 'this consumers' movement ... has certain elements

which are fundamentally sound*"
" *If consumers ever get organized and go into real action*,
he said, ’our present retailing wholesaling and producing systems
might he blown to bits.”*
"Consumer cooperation is an importation from the old world.
The Rochdale eprinciplee, which are accepted as the rules of
operation for a true cooperative the world over, were formulated
in 1844 by a little group of English workmen living in the town
of Rochdale.
going up.

Their wages had been out; the cost of living was

If the profits of the middleman could be eliminated,

they reasoned, they could obtain more goods for each dollar spent.
It was not easy to get the necessary capital to set up a coopera
tive store, for the weavers of Rochdale were poor.

But before

the twenty-eight cooperators had accumulated a capital of one
hundred and forty dollars, the modest sum which was needed, they
had drafted the Rochdale principles from which the entire success
1
of the modern consumer cooperative movement."
Here we have the same phase from the cooperative angle;
addressing the Annual Convention of the Retail Lumberman’s
Association.
"Wjg lumber dealers come to this, the forty-sixth annual

convention of the Wisconsin Retail Lumberman's Association with
our hopes renewed.
during 1935.

Our business showed a marked improvement

Prospects are bright for 1936.

There is no ques

tion but that we are on our way back to normal business.

There

are prosperous years ahead for the retail lumber dealers, infaot
T.

Ruth Brindze in Consumer Cooperatives, Current History,
June 1936, p. 78.
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for all lines of retail business if somebody doesn't rock the
boat,
"X do not wish to pose as an alarmist —

nor to cry 'Volfl

Wolfl at same imaginary danger* but to those of us who have given
much thought to our business* to th® e of us echo have watcle d
present social* economic and political trends--the future holds
dangerous possibilities which, if allowed to materialize without
definite united opposition on our part, will make the recent
depression look like a bed of roses.
Peril of the Cooperatives*
"Every retail business in this country* and of paramount
importance to you and me— the retail lumber building material
and coal business* faces an eventuality which might wipe them
out of the.economic picture,

I refer to the Consumers Cooperative

Movement,
"You can attempt to cloak this movm ent with the mantle of
the Church, you can misrepresent it as true Christianity, you can
prate all you want to about 'the more abundant life* but under
neath all this ballyhoo there is one definite fact— the very
essence of the Consumer's Cooperative Movement is the abolishment
of the established retail dealer.
"Maybe some of you think I am unduly concerned.
'Let's look at the records.*

All right,

During the depression years

Consumers* Cooperative League of the United States increased
their membership forty per cent and doubled their volume of
business.

At the end of 1935 approximate. y 1,800,000 people

were members of the Consumers* Cooperative,

There were 6,600

Cooperative organizations in the United States in 1934 and they

m

did a total volume of business of $365,000,000,w While the
figures for last year are not yet available, those close to
the movement predict that it will show an even greater rate for
growth during 1935,

And more d gnificant than these figures,

say Cooperative workers, is the fact tla t most of this growth
has been spontaneous.
It is not my intention to precipitate a political argument.
I simply state an obvious fact when I say that the present
administration is doing al 1 that it can to encourage the
Consumers* Cooperative Movement.

Mot only does the Mew Deal

approve, but tie y are helping with real propoaganda, most of it
emanating from the Department of Agriculture and President
Roosevelt’s new Consumers* Advisory office, headed by Walton
W. Hamilton.
"At Washington, the consumers have a counsellor who sits
in on & 1 important meetings affecting retail prices.
passed on every retail code.

They

They sat in under the MRA.

Under

the Guffey Act the consumer is represented on the Bituminous
Coal Commission, while the 40,000 equipped retail coal dealers
in this country, who handle ninety per cent of the domestic
tonnage have no representation and no voice in drafting the rules
and regulations for the coal business.
Just before the Guffey Law was passed by the Senate, an
amendment was added classifying Cooperative organisations as
wholesalers, giving than the right to buy coal at wholesale
prices, eight per cent below the price you equipped retailers
pay the same producers--an indication of the strength of the

-
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New Deal toward yours and my business.
"Babson in one of his recent bulletins madethe statement
that while the present administration may have passed laws
penalizing public utilities, banka, holding companies and the
stock exchange, what they might do in the next session to the
retail dealer would make these laws look like a mere slap on the
wrist*
■And if we retail dealers— not only lumber, but every other
line of retail business, do not arouse ourselves to this situa
tion, if we do not collectively, through every retail organization
in the country, combat this present political trend, with all
possible vigor, we will wake up when ifs too late, and find our
selves just about 1b gislated out of business,"
Besides the Government, organizedlhbor, and their efforts,
the Consumers* Cooperative Movement has a fourth great source <f
strength! the Churches.
At the Mew York East Conference of the Methodist Churoh,
a resolution was passed asking their pastors to give serious
study to the Cooperative Movement.
In November in Kansas City, the Missouri Annual Methodist
Conference resolved.
■Whereas, the people of the United States are in a state of
social unrest and economic tineertainty— that we call upon our min
isters and layment to give earnest consideration to organizing
Consumers Cooperatives and herein find a basis for a closer
allied social action,"
In Indianapolis on December 30th and 31st, m d January 1st,
1936, the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America,

a federation of twenty-three National religious bodies*
sponsored a seminar on eonsumer' s cooperatives.
More than three hundred and fifty Church officials* ministers
and religious education workers were present.

Over forty officers

of the Consumers' Cooperative movement and a fraternal delegate
from the American Federation of Labor were in attendance.
ment officials also attended as observers.

Govern

Thirty states were

represented by delegates.
Included in their tight seeing trips to Cooperative develop*

ments in Indiana* was a visit to a cooperative lumber and coal yard.
This seminar* sponsored by the Federal Council of the
Churches of Christ in America* unanimously adopt- ed the following
resolutions

"We are convinced that the Cooperative Movement is

one of the major techniques in making possible the Kingdom of
God on Earth.

We believe that the Churches and religious organi

zations have an opportunity to supply dynamic motivation for this
most promising movement.

We recommend that the various Church

bodies should hold other Seminars throughout the country on the
relation of the Church to the Cooperative movement and that
interested agencies should more widely disseminate the literature
on the movement.11
The same Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in
America is sponsoring the speaking tour’* of Dr. Kagawa, inspira
tional leader of Japan*s cooperative movement, which now includes
five million families.

Dr* Kagawa's own mission in America is

to encourage the Consumer Cooperative Movement.

Dr. Richardson,

in commenting on Dr. K&gawa, says "He is magnificently obsessed
with the economic implication of the gospel of Jesus Christ.

He'is determined to set American Christianity thinking about
Consumer Cooperatives, which some would designate to the
democracy of the stomach."
Churches Wield Tremendous Influences
"You must not make light of this Church movement.

The Churches

and their ministers wield a tremerdous influence and there is no
man so dagerous as the fellow who forms an opinion about some
thing he knows very little about and endow* that thing with a
fanatical and religious fervor.

In endorsing the Consumer

Cooperative-Movement, the Methodist General Conference has
declared that ’the present social order is unchristian, un
ethical and anti-social, because it is based largely on the
profit motive with a direct appeal to selfishness.’

They continue*

•The Church must clearly teach the fullest Cooperative control
and ownership of industry and of natural resources upon which
industry depends.’
"The Christian Century, a putt. ication self-styled as a
’Journal of ReligLon,' in exlulting over the spread of the
Consumer Cooperative Movement says, 'It is about as certain
as anything can be that as soon as the business forces of tie
oountry wake up to what is happening with thfcj growth of the
Church interest in Cooperatives, they will loose a blast, which
will make their complaint against Roosevelt's mild economic
experimentalism sound like a S chumann-TTeink lullaby,*
"I wonder just how long it will be before the business
forces will wake up to this situation?

How long will church

laymen sit supinely by, while ministers preach a socialized

Christianity and advocate Marxian dogmas dressed in the guise of
broad humanitarianism and a lofty purpose of creating a better
and nobler social order?

How long should we continue to support

with our energy and our money an institution that is advocating
the destruction of our business?
"According to the latest census taken in 1930* there were
1*549,160 retail stores in this country.
include 136,000 restaurants.

This figure does not

These stores employed 3,769,342

full time and 799,000 part time employees.
of these workers was ®5,134,000.001

The annual earnings

I would like to ask the

Churches sponsoring the Consumer Cooperative Movement how they are
going to replace these earnings?

There can be only one answer-

changing the names and incre&s-roll.

Is there anything Christian

in preaching a doctrine that destroys the livelihood of 1,549,000
so-called "Capitalists" and the wages of over four million
workers?

It is high time that you and I ?let loose a blast,*

as the Christian Century says, that will make our former protests
*sound like a Schumann-Heink lullaby."

It is high time that the

church leaders responsible for this program who know absolutely
nothing about business, who deal only ir. economic theories, be
called to account by these millions of American citizens."
(Excerpt from an address by Francis J. McConnell, a Bishop
of the Methodist Episcopal Church and president of the Methodist
Federation for Social Service,who says*
"What is there so sacred about the profit system that the
Ohuroh must not call it to account?

Wht is profit?

It is what

remains in business after wages and salaries, interest and insurance,

and all fonas of service are paid for.

In prosperous times

this remainder may he just like ’findings’, represenging no
service on the part of them, ox’ may he returns made possible hy
the fact that people live together in groups, again without any
efforts of the gainer.

Sometimes these may represent earnings—

hut not the earnings of those who get them.

Up to the present,

society has chosen to let these prizes go to individuals as
incentives.

What now is the In resy, from the standpoint of a

Christian, In raising the question as to whether society would
not take in itself as much of these profits as it thinks best?”
"Those of us who worked in Wash ington on our retail codes
\

were fully aware of the efforts of the Consumerfe’ Council and
the administration to classify all retail sales that couM move
in carloads as wholesale transactions and if it had not been
for the tireless opposition of Mr, Hawley Wilbur, Mr, J. V, Dobson,
Mr, Paul Collier and a few others to such a classification, you
retail dealers would have had a distribut ion policy that would
have knocked you out of about twenty-five per cent of your
business.

And you can bet your shirts that if you leave this

administration alone to do->what they want to retail business—
if you ignore this Consumer Cooperative Movement, you will wave
a forelorn

hopeless farewell to a distribution policy that

protects your business.
"How what are we to do to combat this movement?
"Pirst, we can act as individuals.
doubtless Church members.

Most of you men are

You can go home end find out where

your local minister stands on this matter; be prepared if
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necessary with him to defend your rights to conduct your
own business and if possible to earn from it sufficient profit
to provide for the care and education of your children and tie
security of your old age*
"A good many ofyou may feel that this is rather an abstract
matter and does not definitely threaten your own business.

If

you take this attitude and don’t do something about it you may
wake up some morning and find out that this movement has grown
to dangerous proportions.
"The second thing we have to db is to start at once an
organized action to combat this vicious and unfair propaganda
and this does not mean action just by Retail Lumbermen.

It

means that we have to have definite leadership which will
interest and combine all of the Retailers of this country in
a concerted opposition to this Church program.
"I want to say to you men with the utmost conviction that
we retailers may soon be fighting for our vary existence and
if we were to maintain our proper place in the scheme of
distribution we have to start at once an intelligent and well
organized campaign.
"In this most vital program I plead for your enlistment
1
and your service.
The following gives us a picture as seen by one prominent
American in regard to our present economic situation.
"The issue is plain.

Two or three per cent of the popula

tion living off accululated capital insist that the remainder
of our people shall continue to suffer until some vague and
r

X7

B. W. Dobson in Cooperatives Peril Nation’s Retailers,
Farmer Equity Union News, April* 1936
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indefinite t.i ie when "prosperity returns."

They themselves have

no idee, when, or even if ever, this return will occur.

But dog-

in-the-manger-like, they still insist that mankind shall wait.
"The great masses of people will not he willing to wait indefinitely while runin spreads about them.

!

*

«■

The average man knows it

is unnecessary, and if allowed to speak, will demand that suffer
ing in the midst of p3e nty shall end.
"The decision between these contending forces will be;deter
mined, I believe, by control of government.

Is an institution,

designed to "establish justice, insure, domestic tranquility, pro
vide for the common defense, promote the general welfare and se
cure the blessings of liberty----- " to serve one hundred and
twenty millions of Americans and through them the needs of civil
ization itself, or is it to be a citadel to defend the greed and
2
blindness of holders of hoarded wealth."
The cooperatives answert’’Cobneration is Self-Help
C ooperation as applied in the science of economics is en
idea or theory that differs as greatly from other economic theories,
such as socialism, or communism, or capitalism as these theories
.

differ from each other.

The fundamental idea in cooperation is
*

that a group of people, recognizing a common economic necessity,
voluntarily associate themselves together to satisfy that need at
the lowest possible cost, without exploitation,
TT
2.

E." V.' Dobson in Co-operatives Peril nations Retailers
Farmer Equity Union Hews, April, 1936.
Phil Lafollette in Challenge to Hew Beal
Bingham & Rodman,,Falcon Press, 1934
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*
’’The idea of a specific group of people doing this thing for
themselves distinguish ee cooperation from socialism* which would
have the state or government do it for them#
ure of cooperation

The voluntary nat

kea it different from comma* iste* which would

compel» ay force# all the people to accept its supposed benefit®*
The purpose in cooperation of the cooperater» serving themeelvee
at cost without exploiting others in d ing so marks the differ
ence from capitalism, whose aim is profits for the invested cap
ital*

Cooperation is opposed by the exploitation of capitalism*

Conflicts with Capitalism
"With capitalism# which is firmly intrenched in this country#
cooperation is in direct conflict*

It is because cooperators rec.

ognize this conflict that they look with, distrust upon any spirit
of compromise or association with those interests dependent upon
the perpetuation of capitalism.

In other words# cooperators re

fuse to cooperate with those who oppose cooperation— which sounds
contradictory unless you keep in mind the two definitions given
in the first paragraph of this article.
"Cooperation is revolutionary in its purpose# but evolution
ary in its manner of growth*

It exists aid# by side with capital* >

ism# but quietly displaces the old order with the new as it provei 1
its self a better economic policy*
displaces that much capitalism.

Each cooperative enterprise

Out of the decay of the old

order that has reached the flower of

lie

development is growing

this new order* which will insure a larger and fuller measure of
life and happiness for all the people.1,1
i*

H e n r y N e g l e y in Cooperation is S e T f -Help
P a m phlet Ho. 5, Cooperative Educa t i o n a l Series
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Does cooperation offer the solution?
ating partial solution?
one or two per cent?

Is it just an allevi

Does cooperation meet the problem of the

This paper must end with several questions

unanswered as it is not our purpose to answer but to inquire and
if we find ourselves started on the road of inquiry then we have
succeeded*
"Hot an ending but a beginning"•1

1,

Henry jfegley in Cooperation is Self-Help
Pamphlet Ho. 5, Cooperative "Educational Series
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